In the classical literature two properties, called here symmetry and bounded variation, of a positive definite linear form a' on an involutive Banach algebra .»'are given. Together they form a necessary and sufficient condition that a' admit a positive definite linear extension to the involutive algebra obtained from jtf by adjoining an identity. In this note we show that bounded variation alone suffices, in that it already implies symmetry.
The properties in question are (1) (a*, a') = (a, a') (symmetry) and, for some k, 0 < k < +00, (2) |(a,a')| ^k(a*a,a') (bounded variation),
for a e s#. The term "bounded variation" is chosen because when a' (on a function algebra) is given by a measure, (2) boils down to the measure being finite. We prove that (2) implies (1) by a bootstrap argument utilizing the classical result stating that both (1) and (2) do not only imply extensibility, but boundedness (continuity) of a' [2, p. 190] . Only this result is applied, not to a', but to an auxiliary form a'h, for which (1) and (2) are easily verified from the positive definiteness of a' alone, even if a' itself does not satisfy either condition. From this it follows that the Gelfand-Segal representation for a', which elsewhere requires (1) and (2) of a', can be constructed for positive definite a' without further assumptions. A weakened form (3) (a*b,a')= (b*a,a') of symmetry, (1), follows easily by polarization from positive definiteness; in particular from the fact that {a*a, a') has only real values. The Gelfand-Segal representation acts on a Hilbert space Ha. and there is a natural mapping % sé-* Ha, with dense image such that (4)
(j1a\r]b) = (b*a,a').
That this, in fact, is an inner product on t¡( j/) follows from (3), and, of course, from positive definiteness of a'. The representation is by operators ir(a), given on t)(j¿) by (5) 7r(a)Vb = 71(ab).
The auxiliary form a'h is (6) {a,a'h) = {b*ab,a').
For a'h, which is obviously positive definite, (1) follows from (3) and (2) follows from the Schwarz inequality for a', a simple consequence of positive definiteness. This implies that a'h is bounded, which, as shown in [2, p. 242], yields the fact that 7r(a) is a bounded operator; hence, that it itself is bounded. This shows that the GelfandSegal representation can always be constructed for a' on an involutive Banach algebra with or without identity, with no assumption on a' beyond positive definiteness.
Claim 1. Suppose a' is positive definite with bounded variation. Then there is a cyclic vector h e Ha. such that (7) r\a = tr(a)h and (8) (a,a')= (tr(a)h\h),
for every a e j/. Proof. We "transport" the linear form a' to r¡(s#), via (9) (tja, h') = (a,a').
It follows from (2) that h' is both well defined (does not depend on the representative a of tja) and bounded with respect to the Hilbert space norm of r¡(jé). Then, there is an h e Ha. such that (10) (c,o')-(iio|A).
We establish (7) by "testing" it against an arbitrary r/o e rj(j¡/). Thus (11) (î)o|tjû) = (a*b, a') = (r\(a*b)\h) = (-rr(a*)t]b\h) = (-nb\-n(a)h), which establishes (7). Now (8) follows immediately from (10) and (7). Claim 2. Every positive definite form of bounded variation on an involutive Banach algebra is symmetric; hence, bounded. This is now immediate, because any a' given by (8) has all the desired properties.
